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ABSTRACT
Several prototypes of a _as permeability cell were
constructed using Dow Corning Silastic R_J-501 silicone
rubber as the semipermeable membrane. This polymer has
a carbon dxoxide to oxygen separation factor of approxi-
mately 5 at room temperature. This is based on a pure
_as permeabil_[%y rate of 3000 barrer for C02 and 600
barrer for 02 . Pure _as permeability measurements also
revealed that the carbon d_oxide permeability rate is
constant over the temperature range 0°-50°C while the
oxygen rate is directly propori_ona! to temperature.
This ind:cates that better separation factors are possible
at the lower temperatures.
The cell prototypes which were constructed were
tested on thei_ ab_lity to separate dilute mixtures of
carbon dioxide in oxygen. Constant temperature runs of
40 °, 25 °, and 0°C were made us_n$ feed compositions ranging
from i% - 10% C02. A vacuum driving force of approxi-
mately 750 m_, Hg was used to initiate and maintain the
separation process. The cells were found to be somewhat
pressure sensitive and ruptured under pressures _reater
than 5 psia on %he high pressure side of the membrane.
Only sin_!e pass measurements were made. It was observed
that a cascade system is requ:[red for permeab:_lity
separations wherein a nearly complete separation is
required. This was attributed to the small ma_netude of
the separation ratio.
The Weller Steiner Case I model for perfect mixing
was used to correlate the experimental results with those
obta_ined us.n_ theoretical considerations. Fairly good
correlation was found between theoretical and actual
data.
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An investigation into a proposed new design for
a gas permeability cell was conducted. This cell was
specifically designed to remove and concentrate the
carbon dioxide produce in the environments of manned
space craft. The investigation included experimental
studies of the materials and techniques required for
the construction of the cell, fabrication of a proto-
type of the cell, and experimental tests on the proto-
type to determine its operatin_ characteristics.
The basic shape of the new cell is that of a
multilayer Greek cross. _ach layer of the assembly
is an indiv_dua! separation unit. The cross shape
permits these individual units to be connected in
parallel with the interconnections be_:.n_ made inter-
nally. This arrangement 9reatly facilitates the ad-
mittance and withdrawal of the vazious gas streams
while exposin_ relatively large surface areas to the
permeating gases in a comparatively small volume.
i)ow Coming Silastic RTV-501 silicone rubber was
used for the permeable membrane of the cell. Its
perr_eability to carbon dioxide at 230C was measured
at approximately:
3000 x 10 -10 (Std cc)
sec
( ..... cm )
cm2cm Hg
(2)
This rate _s approx:_ma±ely 5.0 times that of oxyqen
for the same conditions. Films with a thickness of
0.0058 cm were prepared for this polymer, but films
0.0206 cm th ck were used in the actual ceil construc-
ton to eliminate any possibilxty of a discontinuity
forming.
Ordinary Nibroc brown paper towel, manufactured
by the Brown company was selected for the supporting
substrate. It demonstrated good porosity properties
which were retained after.laminalion. In the cell
which was _ested a flow of (105 f_ .3/min ft./ft') of
air was obtained usin_ a pressure drop of i00 mm Hg
%hroueh the unlaminated substrate. For the laminated
substrates a flow rate of approximately (15.75 ft.3/min
ft./ft.2) was obtained with the same pressure _rop.
This indicated that channeling occurs across the
surface of the unJaminated substrate.
A new process for laminatin_ the film to the
substrate was developed. This process involved a
partial polymerization of the film before the appli-
cation of the substrate.
A number of cells were constructed and tested.
A typical cell, 3A, contained 8 layers and 16 film
surfaces which had a combined fxlm surface of 640
2
cm . It was tested at 0°, 25 ° , and 40 ° centigrade
Q(3)
isotherms w_th various binary mixtures of carbon
dioxide in oxygen ranging from I to i0 per cent CO 2.
A vacuum was used to create the partial pressure driving
force across the membranes. The data were plotted as
the ratio of (product/feet) vs. concentration of CO 2
in the product stream. Smooth curves resulted which
seemed to be representative of those predicted by the
Wel!er Steiner equations. It was concluded that the
proposed new permeability cell design is definitely
feasible.
(4)
Ii[f_OGUCT ION
The Problem
The zemoval of carbon dioxide and other noxious
vapors from the oxygen support system of a space craft
is a fort_idable problem in manned space exploration.
This is particularly so for fli7hts of !onz duration,
and in those instances when a significant number of
astronauts are :_nvolved in the flight. However, since
manned space fli-hts are desirable, several different
air purification systems have been proposed.
Of the systems proposed, the _aseous diffusion
system :incorporates several attractive features.
1. The _aseous diffusion system utilizes a barrier
having a selective per_aeabili_y wiZh respect to
carbon dioxide. Thus _t opez'ates entizely in the
_as phase _ezion. Also, since %he driving force
is a partial pressure _radient, the system is
independent of Eravity, and therefore unaffected
by the conditions of weiqht!essness.
2. Theoretically the _aseous diffusion system
is a continuous operation. As such, the selective
barriers do not need to be recharged or regenerated
in order to continue producinq a separation.
3. The membranes or selective barriers of such
systems are chemically inert and stable over a
(5)
z'elatively wide temperature range.
Permeability or _aseous diffusion systems also
have several disadvantazes.
I. _e_'meabiLity separations require relatively
h'._h p_-essure drops for most selective barriers.
This means that the power _-equ!rements fol- inter-
sta_e compression could be prohibitive for the
power systems of small space craft.
2. Theoretically a d'ffusion system cannot provide
a complete separation in a sin-_le pass. This means
that a cascade s_.rstem would be necessary in order
to provide sufficient capacity. The volume require-
ments for a cascade system could become excessive
for space craft use.
Havin;j reviewed boih the advantages and d_sad-
vantages of a system, it becomes necessary to weigh
"he sum of the one azainst that of the other. Quite
often new techniques are devised to overcome the dis-
advanta-es of a system and thereby make i% appear more
feasible. In this particular instance, considerable
attention has been _iven to the application of selective
membranes to r:emove carbon diox:.de in submarines and
manned space capsules. The possibility of success for
these applications, however, has been seriously hampered
by the inability to overcome the previously mentioned
Q(6)
disadvantages of such a system. In most cases the lack
of a workable iar_e-area small-volume permeation cell
has been espec ally troublesome. It is believed, how-
ever, that the proposed cell design will answer thzs
and many of the other shortcomings associated with the
present units. Also, i_ may possibly demonstrate that
the removal of carbon dioxzde from respiratory air in
small enclosed spaces by selective permeation is in
fact, operationally feasible.
The Proposal
One of the classical methods of obtaining a large
surface area per un t volume is that exhibited by a
tube bundle in a heat exchanger. For the proposed
new design, alternating thin layers of a selective plas-
tic membrane and a porous substance will replace the
tubes in the heat exchanger model. Figures 2 and 3.
The un.que feature of this des:Lgn is the manner in
which interconnectzon between alternate compartments is
accomplished. Thzs technique enables hundreds or
thousands of individual cell compartments to be connected
in parallel without complicated assembly operations.
The design also lends itself to construction of rigid
hermetically sealed units similar to the potted compo-
nents used in the electronics industry.
Before a successful cell could be built, however, a
(7)
number of variables had to be studied, and several
manufacturinc techniques had to be developed. To
accomplish this a plan of study was proposed and
followed. It is briefly summarized in the following
paragraphs.
I) Every effort was made to establish which
materzals were best suited for cell construction.
This included permeability tests on a number of
selective membranes, and permeability tests on samples
of the porous medium which was to be used between the
successive layers of the selective membranes. These
latter permeability tests were conducted w:[th edge-
wise flow instead of the usual r_h + angle flow This
helped to determine whether or not the pressure drop
through that part_cu!ar porous med:ium would be excessive.
2) Be_innin_ with the best construction materials,
techn!ques were developed for coating the porous medium
w3th a thin film of the plastic membrane. Tests were
then devised to determine the minimum practical thick-
ness for the laminated film. Permeability tests of
the film lam:i.nated to the porous medlum were also con-
e
ducted. The piinciple point here was to make sure
that a continuous film had been formed and that the
polymer had not penetrated the porous medium suffi-
ciently to clog its pores.
(8)
3) Experiments were conducted to determine the
best procedures for assemblin __ a cell unit. This
included tests on the drillin_ operation for cutting
the holes to inter-connect the alternate layers, tests
on procedures for bondin_ the individual layers to one
another, and experiments with potting materials to be
used for potting the cells.
4) When a method for constructing the cell had
been perfected, a hand-assembled unit was built and
tested.
In the followin_ report each of the steps just
described will be d:[scussed in detail. The results
obtained from the var3ous tests performed _n each
step will aT.so be presented, and wherever possible
they w_!l be compared with the results o_%a:_ned from
purely theoretical considerations.
(9)
THEORY
Introduction
The proposed permeab:lity cell is a process for
separating i_,aseous mixtures by permeation through a semi-
perlaeable membrane. Since it is a separation process,
the membrane must demonstrate a different selectivity for
each of the gaseous components bein_ separated. Moreover
for a separatzon by permeation it is essential that every
membrane used be completely non-porous. If this ±s not
so, and the membrane contains pin holes or other micro-
scopic defects which destroy the continuity of the film,
then the selectivity of the film will also be lost.
Consequently, any result_.n _ separation which is obtained
will no% be bV permeation, but rather by d:[ffus_on or
some other less se!ect:\ve process.
For a s:n_le stage unit, a pe_:meabL/!ty separation
requires four bas:[c steps. Figure I.
i. The _aseous misture must be b_ouT_ht into contact
w:[th one side of the semi-permeable membrane.
The contact between gases and membrane results
:in _he absorption and dissolution of the gases,
thereb 7 causing a partial pressure gradzent to
develop across the membrane.
2. Under the influence of the partial pressure
I0
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FIGURE I. SCHEMATIC
SEPARATION BY SELECTIVE PERMEATION
(i!)
_rad[ent, the gases will benin to permeate
the membrane. The d:trect;.on of permeation is
through the membrane from the high pressure
side to the low pressure side. The rate of
permeation for each component of the mixture
wall be _overned by the selective properties
of the film and by the ma_ne%ude of the partial
pressure _radient.
3. The permeated gas, now enriched Zn at least one
of the components, is evaporated from the low
pressure side of the membrane and removed as
product from the system. The removal of the
product stream is necessary to sustain the
pa_tia! pressure _rad!ent across the membrane.
4. The unpermeated and depletec_ -as _s similarly
removed as waste from the h:_h pressure side
of the system
Three of these four steps are problems ±nvolving the
transportation of _ases to and from _he selective membrane.
Consequent!/ all three may be treated .n similar manners
durinz the design and construction of a permeability cell.
The step involvin[, the actual separa%:_on process produces
a greater variety of problems, however, and must be
treated much more rizorously. All four steps will be
examined to some dezree in the followin_ theoret:[cal
discussion on cell construction.
D
(12)
C e.1.! Construction
From the precedin_ d:.scuss_on i% is evident that
the selective membrane is the most fundamental part of
a permeability cell. Therefore at is reasonable to
expect that the most selective and permeable membrane
available would be an integral part of any proposed
cell design. With this purpose in mind, experiments
have been divised %o test and compare the perforlaances
of potential membranes. It has been demonstrated for
instance, that the permeability and selectivity of a
:_embrane is proportS.onal to the membrane's permeability
coefficient. This coefficient is different for each
_as and varies with temperature accord:[nr to the
Arrenh!us re_.ationship. (g) (!l) I±s ma_netude de%ermines
the ease and the de tee to wh:ch a Cas will permeate
through the f_im_ the lar_e_ the coefficient the creater
will be the rate of permeation throuzh the membrane.
Because the permeability coefficient is so descriptive
of %he membrane's permeabzlx%y properties, ir serves
as a criterion for evaluating potential membranes,
and its accurate evaluation is very important.
The gas permeability coefficient for a film is
defined as the volume of a pure _as flowin_ normal to
two parallel surfaces a unit distance (thickness) apart,
unde_ steady cond_t).ons, through unit area under unit
(13)
pressure differential, at a stated test temperature.
As such the coefflc ent is a basic property of the
material and independent of specimen geometry. It is
related to the diffusion rate and to the solubility of
a 5_as by the equation_ (ii)
P=DS
where P = gas perlaeab_lity coefficient
D = diffusion rate
S = solubility
An accepted un:it of _ is 1 cm 3 (at standard conditions)
2
per sec, cm , cm of mercury (pressure) per cm. of thick-
ness at the stated temperature of the test. A convenient
unit is the barter:
(barrer) - lo-lOcm 3 (STP) cm
sec. cm 2 cn_
In order to determine the relative rate of separation
of a b:inary m!.xtuye, one must first find the ratio of
the _as permeability coefficients for the temperature
at which the separation is to take place. If this
ratio is greater or less than unity, a separation of
the mixture as possible, and the zate of separation
will be proportional to the relative magnetude of the
ratio. If the condit.[ons are such that the ratio
obta'ned :!.sequal to unity, then the mixture will not
separate, but will behave as an azeotropic mixture.
(14)
The ma_netude of the permeability coefficient, i. e.
10 -10 reveals that the flow rates associated with
!
permeation are qu_te small. A d:mensLonal analysis of
the coeffic ant su,_,_ests, however, three possible
methods of designing a cell to compensate for these
small rates. Thus (i) if the thickness of the film is
decreased, (2) the permeation area increased, (3) or
the partJ.al pressure drop _ncreased, then the total
amount of permeated gas must increase. In order to
produce the most effective separation, the ideal cell
desizn should include a combination of all three of
these possibilities for increasin_ the permeation rate.
Of the three possibilities, the partial pressure
_radient is not a function of cell construction. It is
rather, a function of the operat:ina conditions of the
cell. As such, i% is !im:;ted to the amount and type
of powe:c wh!ch is availab!e for operatin- a ce!l assembly.
Thus the partial pz'essure -radiant could ran*e in
ma*-netude from those produced by vacuum forces to those
created with compressive pressux'es from pumps. For
this reason the cell should b_ designed to operate over
as wide a pressure ranI_ as possible, thereby ach2evlng
a maximum f!ex:tbility.
The remainin Z two possibilities, f, lm thickness
and permeation area, are definitely construction features.
(15)
As such they may be incorporated into the basic cell
desi#n as construction conditions permit.
The dimensional analysis of the permeability
coefficient revealed that the permeation rate increased
as the thickness of the film decreased. This imp!ies
that the thinnest possible f_!m is the most desirable
for cell construct on. A minimum in the film thickness
is reached either through limitations in the method of
preparation, or through limitations in the film itself.
It will be recalled that a select.ave film must be every-
where continuous in order to produce a separation.
Usin Z th:,s requirement of continuity as a criterion,
thinner and thinner films can be prepared unt:_l a
thickness is reached at which the film begins to show
discontinuities. This thickness then becomes the
limitin _ thickness of the film. For some polymers,
however, it is possible to produce an even thinner film
by a process of l&mination. In this operation, extremely
thin f_Ims are p_epared irreqardless of the number of
sm_ll discontinuities which may be formed in the process.
Two of these supec thin films &re then laminated
to_ether, producin_ a composite membrane which is still
quite thin. Moreover, %he resul%in$ membrane _s also
cont.nuous, since the probability that d&scontinuities
in the two laminated films will coincide is statistically
(16)
very small. Thin films produced by these two methods
laay, however, rupture and fail when they are subjected
to the stresses encountered dur_n C cell operation. Thus
the thickness of the film may have to te increased to
add strength and thereby prevent dsma:_e. The optimum,
between strength and th_.nness, is obtained throu,_h
experimentation. The exper:i.menta_ value then becomes
the minimum limitln, thick,hess for _he film. However,
by proper cell des:[.:n %he operatLn_ stresses :in the
cell can be sirnlficantly reduced. This then permits
a correspond:i.ng zeduct..on _n the minimum thickness for
the f_Im being used.
It will be recalled %hat the third possibility foz
increasing the total flow rate through a semi-permeable
membrane involved the enlargement of the area wh:\ch is
available for permeation. It appears that the enlarge-
men% of this area would be a simple task. And it is.
However, this particular possibility differs from the
two just described in _hat an inc_:ease in the membrane
area also necessitates an increase in the volume of the
cell.
Herein lies the (_ifficu!ty of designing a cell for
application _n confined spaces: How can large surface
areas be assembled into comparatively small volumes?
Until th::s question _s satisfactorily answered, the
17
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appi_.cation of permeability separations to space craft
use is severiy limi%ed.
The proposed desiqn presents a unique solution to
this area-volume problem. The des:_,n is bas_cally very
simple. It involves the use of a !.ar_e number of
ind-!.v dual separat!.on un_.ts connected in parallel. The
structure of %he cell assembly is such that it permits
the interconnections between the individual units to be
made without a complicated external pipinf system. Thus
the total volume of the assembly is considerably reduced.
Fizures 2 and 3 are schematic rupresentations of the
proposed cell assembly. They show that the assembly
has a multilayered structure. _ach layer of the
assembly is a small separation unit capable of p[oducing
some pact of the total separation. This basic unit of
the cell assembly consists of three substrates and two
silicone rubber films. Figure 4. It is assembled by
placin_ one of the substrates between the films. The
edges of the f_!m are then sealed to provide a leak
t L_ht enclosure. Thus if the films are consi stant,
gases can reach the enclosed substrata only by permeating
through the f_i.lm. The two remain:Ln,- substrates are
centered at right an les and on opposite sides of this
film envelope, thereby formin Z a "Greek cross" config-
uration. These two substrates act as channels for
2O
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(21)
bringing the feed stream into contact with the film
surfaces and for removing the unpermeated waste gases
from them. The substrata enclosed within the silicone
films secves two purposes. I-t supports %he films,
thereby, he!pin-to relieve the pressure stresses place
across them, and it also acts as a channel throu,_h
which the enriched _ases can be removed afte_ they have
permeated the film.
The cell assemb!_, is constructed by stacking these
ndividual un ts on top of one another until %he desired
size is obtained. The G_eek cross shape whach the
completed assembly assumes was designed by Dr. Major %o
fac_ii_ate _he admittance and wathdrawal of the var:_ous
,:as streams. As pictured in the drawings, the connections
between the unit layers are made by boring holes _hrouzh
the_i a% the extremi.tics of %he arms of the cross. In
Zhis location the_e is vezy little possibility of
damaEin_ the selective membranes durin7 this "tapping"
operation.
As a final construction step, the assembly is potted
in an epoxy zesin. This technique helps to pcevent the
occurrence of leaks and ruptures which may result from
sudden pressure chan_es or othec accidental abuse
during the operation of the assemblT.
(22)
Cell Operation
The theory for calculating the enrichment of a
binary m[{xture has been well developed by Weller and
Steiner (12) (13) for the single sta_e permeability
operat:on. The _.,le!ler Ste_ner Case I for perfect mixin_
of the gases on both sides of the film was chosen to
descriLe the proposed permeability cell. Usin_ this
model it is assumed that the effective composition on
±he hl.qh p:'essure side of the selective membrane will
be equal to the compos=tion of the _as leaving %hat
region. Cor_'espondincly, %he compos_tion on the low
pressurc s:i.d_ of the membrane w:,.ll be the same as the
gas stream leaving that region.
Dased on the above assumption and on Fick's law
of d:'flus!on, Xaramermeyer and Brubaker (2) derived
equat-.ons for U:-narT, ternary, and quaternary systems.
The follow?_ng equation represents the equilibrium
dynam:'cs for the bgnary system:
where
(Xp) (IP'Xo - PX )__
(_ - ,., ) (1_(i - Xo) -_'(_. - x ))
P p
(1)
(Zp) -is mole fract on of co,,,ponent A in the
product stream.
(l-Xp) is mole fraction of component B in the
product streara.
(Xo) is mole fraction of component A :_n the
waste stream.
(l-Xo) s mole fraction of component B in the
waste stream.
(23)
is the ratio of the pure gas permeabzlity
coefficients for jases A and B. (Sep-
aration factor) = (P--A'/_)
is the total pressure on the high pressure
side of the membrane in cmH_.
P is the total pressure on the low pressure
side of the membrane in cmHg.
Equation (1) is a quadratic equation /.n terms of
(Xp), and a solution for (Xp) can be wr:tten :in the form:
/7
-b + %'b _ - 4ac (2)(x
-p) = 2a
The va_.ues of the quanta, ties a, b, and c were
obtained usZn,_ overall mater:-al and component balances.
Based on (_) the cut, and (X F) the mole fract.;.on of
(A) (n the feed stream, the followin7 values were
obtained:
a = (..- !) (P +tAP)
'%r
b = -( ::-i) (&"_F +_AP) -AP -uP
C = " "_F
where . Product rate (cc/nin)
= cut = Feed rate (cc/min) = j! -
Waste rate
Feed rate
nP = p)
V
_F = mo!e fraction of component A in the feed stream.
Typical separation curves derived from this theo-
ret!cal equation are plotte4 in Fi-ure !I of the Appendix.
I_ _.s of interesi: to note that for a permeability
separation of a b.:nary mixture, the de_ree of sepa_'ation
(24)
with respect to product pu_-ity will approach a max,_mum
value as the amount of p_'oduct removed approaches zero.
Theoretlcally thls implies that the composition of Com-
ponent A in the waste stream, (Xo), approaches the
composition of A in the feed stream, (XF) , as the compo-
sition of A in the product, (Xp), approaches a max?raum.
_?oreover, the pressure on the product side of the membrane
recedes to zero.
reduces to:
Xo .... XF,
Xp(max)
(i - Xp) (max)
Under these conditgons equation (i)
...... X (max)
--_ O, and Xp P
,_ XF
= (3)
(i - xF)
A!thouqh these conditions p_oduce the hizhest
deqree of product purity for the sin;]le stage operation,
they wxll not produce the greates% amount of product
take off and overall separation. Therefore a system is
seldom operated for these conditions.
Purthermore, the fact that the purity of the product
does approach a finite maximum, or uppez limiting value,
:is evidence that a permeab;.lity separation can not
produce a complete separation in a s:[nale pass. Th_s
can be accomplished only with a membrane having an
infinite separation factor (.: =""). Unfortunate!y at
the present time there is no ]_nown membrane havin_ a
DD
(25)
separatAon factor i_reater than 10 for a m_xture of carbon
dioxide and oxygen. A large number o£ membranes have
separation factors o£ less than 10 for this mixture,
however, and these offer the possibility or very nearly
complete separations when employed in cascade arrange-
ments.
In those instances when XF becomes quite small
the quantity (1 - X F) will be approximately equal to
unity. Under these conditions equation (3) may be
further reduced to
XF
Xp(max) = (4)
1 + _ XF
D
(26)
DESCi(IPTION OF APPAi<ATUS
Introduction
This investigation consisted of three distinct
phases. The first phase involved an investxgation of
the maf_r_als and techniques needed for the construction
of a permeability cell. The second phase revolved
around the construction of a prototype of the cell. The
third and f-[nal phase dealt w_th tests to determine the
operatin_ characteristics of this prototype. Each phase
of the investi,-ation required a number of different
apparatus arrangements. Many of these apparatus arrange-
ments have already been described An previous progress
reports. Pot th s reason, the following discussion will
contain only br_.ef summaries of these particular arrange-
ments, as well as references to more complete discussions
of them.
F11m Preparation and Testing (20) (22) @
Silicone rubber samples were mixed according to the
instructions recommended by their respective manufacturers,
Dow Corn_nc and General Electric. A Gardner precision
drawin_ knife, which could be adjusted to produce films
with thicknesses of from 5 to 20 mils, was used to
create films on clean plate glass. For this operation
it was essential for the glass to be completely fx'ee of
These numbers refe_ to rcfczences listed in the bibli-
ography which _vc a mo_e complete descriptxon of the
subject.
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scratches and dust part£cles 5.n order to insure continuity
of the f_im and to facillitate ts removal after poly-
merization.
The selective properties of the silicone films
were tested with a compact gas-permeability apparatus
designed and produced by the C. J. Major Co. (5). A
schematic representation of the apparatus is depicted
in Pigure 5. The unit has a durable construction, is
completely portable, and does not require a vacuum
source, utilities, or special tools for assembling and
disassembling. The permeabil:[ty coefficient of the
film bein- tested is determined by t[min_ the displace-
ment of a water sluc alone a colibrated capi!lary tube.
ResuJts obtained w_th this appaz&t%_ correlated well
with those of lar_er and more e!aborate arrangements.
A significant amount of permeability data covering
a wide range of different polymers and several _ases had
been accumulated by Major, Kammermeyer, Roberts and
McIntosh (6) (8) (7) (ii) prior 4o _his investigation.
_ajor and b,cIntosh also extended the permeability data
for several silicone rubbers over a temperature range of
40°C to 10°C. (20) (8). All of these sources were
useful in the flnal analysis and selection of the cell
membrane.
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Sut, strate Testing (15) (20) (16) (22)
A preliminary study of the structure of the proposed
permeability cell revealed the need for a substrate
which would separate and support the semi-permeable films.
In addition these substrates were to provide channels
through wh:_ch the qases could travel in $oin_ to and
from the film surfaces. S._nce it was desirable that
th_se subs%rates offer a minimum of resistance to the
gas flow, the porosity of a material became the primary
criterion for jud_in_ its excellence as a substrate. An
indication of the porosity of potential substrate
materials was obtained with the apparatus depicted in
Pi_ures 6 and 7.
This apparatus was designed %o measure the volumetric
flow rate of air edgewise throu-h the plane of the sample.
As shown by the schematic diagram, this was accomplished
by measurin_ the rate of s!u_ travel through a capillary
tube _.n a manner similar to that for the compact perme-
ability apparatus.
Figure 7 depicts an exploded w[ew of the unit for
holdin_ a sample of the substraZu materials. The body
of the assembly is constructed of machined Lucite, and
the separate halves are held to_ether by a bolt through
each of the four corners. Air enters and leaves the
cell through 1/4 inch flare couplings. The substrate
31
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material is held in place by pressure exerted by com-
pression of a sprin_. Air _s forced to flow radially
from the periphery of the sample to its center by the
bottom port:ion of the cell and a machgned aluminum disk
rest:in _ on top of the sample. As an added precaution,
silicone films were placed above and below the substrate
sample. These films acted as ffaskets and m:Lnamized gas
flow by channelimg across the samples surface. Thus
a better picture of the m&%erials actual po_osiZy was
obtained.
Cell Testin:_ (23) (24) (25)
Prototypes of the permeabilkty cell were tested to
determine their abil_ty to effect a separation and to
measure their handling capacity. Figure 8, pa_e 23 _s
a schematic representation of the apparatus used for
testing the separation produced by a cell.
A gas propo_t::oning valve (1-_)W designed by Dr.
MaSor was used to produce a continuous flow of a constant
<as m:xture. This instrument has excellent application
over the small carbon d_:oxJde concentration ranges used
in the test.
A Pisher Porter (i-_) and a Xoger Gilmont (_)
rotameter were used to measure the flow rates of the
4_ These numbers, (_'_), with the superscripted bar
refer to equ_pment numb_2rs on apparatus figures.
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feed and waste streams. Their capacities ranged from
0 to 260 std. cc of ai;.- pe._._ mS.nute.
The dr3.v_.n _, force across the cell membranes was
produced by creatin:- a vacuum on the product side. A
Welch Duo-Seal vacuum pump was used for this operation.
A cold tz-ap for volatile collection was used as recommended
9.n connect-ton with the operat::.on of the pump. (3)
Analys3.s of the feed and product streams was
accomplished usxn-- a spec.i.al vacuum setup on a Becl_man
GC-2 Cas chi'omato_z-aph (i'). A 4-foot silica-_el column
was used to effect a pal'%it/on of the sample within the
instrulaent. A closed end Fisher manometer (_[) was used
to record %he pl-essure on the product side of the membranes.
This manometer also served to record sai_iple sizes, and
thereby provided uniform samplin_ 5.n connection in the
chromato_,i'aph:[ c analyzer.
A Sargent Thermometer, l_odei S. iJ., temperature
control bath (._[-_)was used to ma:!nta'..n a constant
temperature dur3.n_ each run. This un t kas its cooling,
heat3.ne, and a_itat!on systems all inte:-rated into a
s3.n'le control panel. When properly adjusted it main-
tained a temperature to withJ.n + 0.01°C. Temperature
x'eadin_,s were taken w.th a Fisher thermometer (_) having
a range of -36 ° to 54°C and d_visions of 0.2°C
Copper tub:i.ng (1/4 _nch O.D.) and sweat fittXng$
(35)
were used for all lines subjected to vacuum pressures.
Copper condi_ioninc coils (_) were also employed to
help brin_ the _as streams to equilibrium upon en%erin_
and leav:[n7 th_ bath portion of the system. Ty-on
tubin_ (3/3.6 inch O. D.) was used to make all the
remainin_ connections within the system. Vacuum grease
was used %o help seal these connections.
To check the capacity of the substrates wZth!n
the cell, a simple setup using a mercury manometer and
a we% test meter were used. See Pi2ure 17. (26)
(36)
EXP_R II',ZENTAL PROC_.DUP_.
Permeabilities of Silicone Rubber Films (6) (8)
All of the silicone rubber samples were prepared
accor_in_ to the instructions of their i-espect'.ve manu-
facturers. _,lembranes were made by drawin_ the unpoly-
merized samples out into films of the desired thickness
on clean plate Flass. A period of !2 to 48 hours was
requ.'.red for these films po!_fmeri.ze. When cured they
were peeled from the _lass and cut *o the propex" size
required for test.__.n in the co_.ipact gas permeability
apparatus.
To make a permeability measu_'emen%, the sample to
be tested was inserted into the film hold:_n!] portion of
the apparatus. After the film holdex" had been reassem-
bled, it was connected %o the test Sas cylinder by means
of a quick disconnect coupling. Next the test gas was
released from the cylindem" and regulated to the desired
pressure. By means of _ bypass connection, "the down-
=:tream side of the f Im was pur_ed several times with
the lest _as. A small slu_ of water was then injected
into the cap!l_!a1"5, -_ubin and read!n-,s we'.'e taken of the
slu_ pos t.on at re ular intervals. Table 4 depic+s
the data obtained for s typical run with this apparaZus.
(37)
Substrate Porosities (6) (8)
The procedure for testing substrate materials is
essentially the same as that which was just described
for testing films. Here a_ain the sample material was
first cut to size. This particular apparatus, Figure 7,
requ_i.red a disc shape havin_ a diameter of three inches
and a 3./4 inch hole through its center. The sample was
inserted :into the holder and secured for testing. All
the porosity tests were conducted with compressed air
so there was no need for pur_in_ the system, and air
was admitted directly into the unit after passin_ through
a d_y_n_ tube. A sluq of water was in?erred :_nto the
capillary tube, and readings were tal:en of its position
at reqular ntervals. The pressure drop across the
spec:[men and :its thickness were also recorded for each
sample. Both laminated and unlam_natcd subszrates were
tested w±th %his apparatus. The data taken during a
typical run is presented in Table 5.
Laminating
The lami.nated substrates were prepared by a _echnique
whereby the fresh film was allowed to partially poly-
merize before app!Tcat_on of the subs%rate. This tech-
nique was developed to keep the uncured film from soakin_
into the substrate, thereby destroyin_ both the porosity
of the svbstrete and .%s own cont:lnuity. The time
(38)
requ/.reC for th:_s part:;.a! poly_e:.zation to occur was
dependent upon the tempurature of the room and the amount
of cata!yst added. After a suff:Lc..ent amount of practice,
however, it was poss_bi_ to dete_nllne thu prope_ appli-
cat.lon t.i,_e by testing the tack.J.ness of the film with
one's finger tip.
Cell Construction (21) (23) (24) (27)
As was prev_ous!y mentioned, the permeability cell
is actually a multilayer assemb!7 with each layer per-
forming as a separat<on nnit which contributes 9n some
de_ree to the ov_ra!! total separat on. _ach layer _s
made up of a "cell member" and two substrates placed at
r_._ht angles to %he cell me_iber.
Sznce _he "cell m_mber" performs the separation
w_th!n each lasher, :.t is the nlos: fundamental part of
the assembiy. _ach cell mumb_r consas_s of a s_ngle
substrated ian__nated wath silicone film on all of its
exteznal suzfaces. The procedure for constructnon was
as follows:
(1) Substrates were cut xnto rectangular shapes
havinz the dimensions 2 I/2 in. by 3 1/2 in.
These were !enSnared to s_.licone f:[ims.
(2) ?!hen the films had cured, they were trimmed
so that only 1/8 inch of unlaminated film
remained along the edge of the substrate.
(39)
(3) These laminated substrates were examined by
eye for discon%inu:!.%_.es in %helr film surfaces.
Those havin_ no apparent flaws were separated
and used .in the fol!owin- step.
(4) Films were prepared, and the unlam:insted
surface of the substra_e was ism.7.nated.
After curing the excess f:t!m is aga._:.n_rimmed
off.
Du_:i.n_ this last step the purpose of the 1/8 inch
of silicone f_inze retained from the f._rst laminate.on
becomes _pp_ent. This portion of the fal'st film bonds
d:;.rectly to the tacky surface of the second, which seals
the ed:_es of the substrate, completely encas:_n{_ i% in
an "envelope" of si!J.cone film. Thus _!.fboth the films
rema:[n continuous, _as can re_ch the enclosed substrate
only by permeatin_ through the fi_.m.
When _ sufficient number of cell members had been
constYucted, the cell was assembled by alternately
s%ackin-, at "'"eht an_!es a substrate, cell member, sub-
strate, cell member, substrate, ...etc., until the
des[_ed number of layers had been reached. For this
[nvest_c_tion the numLcr of layers used ranged from
3 Zo 15. In th_ process of stackln C the individual
layers, the extremities of the cell luel,lbcrs wcrc bonded
to one ano_hcr by the appl_cation of fresh silicone to
|
(40)
thciz" surfaces. Upon polymerization this produced a
continuous med_.um thl'ough which the top holes could be
bored +o connect the cell members. This bond was quite
necessary fo_" preventing cross leakage within the cell.
As a f:nal step the crude assembly was _;ven another
thin coat of silicone rubber over the entirety of its
exposed suz-face. This final coat was to pz'event the
epoxy pott:'n- conpound, used in the fin!shin _ s+.a_es,
from pene+ratinR the porous substrmtes and _:u!ning them.
The po_tin_ operation usin_ Armstron C-4 epoxy
_-es:i.nwith Activator W was carried out in a precast
silicone rubber mold. Since the resin was quite fluid
in ,is unpo!ymemerized state, the cell assembly was
mez'ely cenkered :[n the mold and the epoxy allowed to
flow az-ound i_. The cuz'in_ _"•_.me for the epoxy was
1"ouzh!y 24 hours. By using a microwave gene2ating source
this time could be reduced %o 3 %o 4 hours. However,
since the m:(crowave antenna was c[rcu!ar and the
assembly rectan_u!ar, curin_ by this method was often
uneven and a:[._:was frequentl7 trapped beneath the
assembly.
_' -he tap holes wereAfter the epoxy had cu: c _,
drilled at the extremities of the arms of the asse1_b!y.
ec_:_ons of .!/4 inch O. D. copper tub:.n_: wez'e sealed :'n
the holes with fresh epoxy res-.n. Connect.on could then
hc made to the copper tubes whenever it was desired to
(41)
do so o
Testinc• the Ce_"I
Using the apparatus shown in Pi_ure 8, a typical
run be-an by brin:yin-, the temperature bath and the _:as
chromatolfz_aph to equilibrium. Under the best conditions
this usually requzred from two to three houz_s. Once
stabilization was established valve, s (_) (_) and (i--_)
were closed and valve (_) opened. This procedure exposed
the s_upling portion of the system to :_he vacuum source
thereby removin _. any _nseous contaminants present in
this poi'tion of _he syster_.
?!hi!e th.s evacunt:!on of the !ow pressure side was
tak:n_ place, +.he flow of feed 8as was started. The
desred feed composlt_ion was nppz'ox!r_inted by fi_'st openin _:-
-,l!ndcl- Usin _ the flow controlthe va!v_s on _he oxygen ca._
valve (!2[) %he ox]rf,en ra'_e was re-ula_ed to the des red
rate as indicated b7 the z_otau.eter _'eadin_ (1--_). Knowin_
the flow rate of the pure oxygen, the carbon dioxide
re,'Iul_tor was set to pz'oduce just enoulTh flow of C0 2 to
give the corz'__ct feed composition. Under these conditions
both rotame±e/-s ind cared that feed gas was flowing
throujh the cell.
With the feed _,ns mixture flowiny, valve (_) to
the vacuum w._s closed _nd vnive (_) opened lon-[ enouch
(42)
to permit n sample of the feed to enter the -,as chro-
msto'rsph (I_--). The size of the sample t_ken was measured
w.-_h the closed-end manometer (4). Once the sample had
been analyzed, vs__ve (_) was reopened. '/Jhen the mano-
me'_er n,;ain re tas._ered complete evacuation, another
sample of the feed was t_ken in the manner _ust previously
desc3._ibed. This sampling procedul_e was continued unt-.l
a cons'_nt feed compos,..t_.on was obtained as -.nd&cated by
peaks of equ.valent height on the chz'omato_:'aphic _'ecorder
for consecutive saiuples. If this composition was not
that which was desired, adjustmen.t was made by regulating
the oxygen flow :_.-ate throu7h the flow control valve (i--_).
Usually the desiz'ed feed composition was obtained with
4 to 6 s_mp!in_s.
Once the feed composit'.on had been 4eterm ned, vn!ve
(5) was opened. This exposed the pz'oluct s-_e of the cell
_,uembr_nes to the vacuum source and --n t/ated the separ-
at:.on process. Valve (_) was then par_.,.aliy closed to
throttle the vacuum an-] thei'eby c__-e_te the desired sample
pressu_e on -_he vacuum side of the cell. Under these
conditions the systc,;: was then pe;'m..ttcd to come to
equilibrium. Sevc_'n! trial _'uns indicated that th:.s
_quilibvium could be _-eached :<n a min._num pe_iod of 15
to 20 minutes.
Once equ.ilib:-ium h_.d been established, the rotameters,
(43)
ther_1ometer, and barometer were read and their readings
recorded. The pi"essure in the p_-oduct stream was read
on the closed and monometei- and also recorded. A
semple of the permeated _as was then introduced into
the chrom_to-_.'raph for analysis. The peak he:_hts which
appeared on the recorder wez'e ident:.f!ed, and the corres-
pond'.n- composit'_ons which they represen_ed were computed.
This completed the dai_a ta___in" __requ.red to de-_er_:ine this
one point fox" the run.
To obtain anothei" point valve 2 was reopened com-
pletely to a--ain evacuate the product s_de of the system.
While the evacuation was taxing place, valve (I-_) was
opened very sl.._htly to permit a small amount of the
feed gas to bleed out :nto the at_1osphere. This had the
effect of estab!ishimg a new cut to:" the next data noint,
since a constani: product i'nte is be.n,_ drawn off while
the feed rate %o the cell h_s no:,_ been sl'._htly decreased.
The procedure _ust outlined fo_- _akin_ the f-rst
data point o£ the run w_s followed for %he second an5
each succeedin-_ point untO! _he complete ran--e of
possible cuts had been covered. After: %he !ast point
had been obts ned, the feed composition was checked
a_a!n before p-'oceedin co new operatin_ conditions.
Data f';o_: a typical run is shown &n T_._le 6.
b(44)
Substrate Capacity of Cell Assembly (12)
The capac:_,.ty of the unla_i_inated substrates w_hin
the cell assembly was r,leasu_.-edw:'th the apparatus shown
:'n Fi:;ure 15- As shown by the diaf, r_m an air source
with a con_ ol valve was attached to one of the copper
leads of the cell. The correspond',n E lead leaving the
cell was connected to a prec:: s::on wet test 1_etc:-. A
mercury monometer was ins-_e!!ed between these two ie_ds
as shown n the d:'._cram. Us:.n _ th/_s a='=an!_ement, the
pressu:ce drop across the cei."_ could be recorded for each
flow rate measured w:_th the test me%ez. Data from
several runs is plotted in Fio_ure 17- The flow rates
have all been norualized.
m(45)
DISCUSSION OP RESULTS
Cell biembranes
_r-or to this :i.nvestigat-.on, 1._ajoz et al (6), (11)
had reported a sign:'ficant amount of permeability data
for a ia_'_e number of different membranes and cases.
Based upon the results of th;'s work and data oLtained
in l:'teratu._:'e searches, it was decided that s:'l-.cone
rubber memb.vanes would be used in the construction of
the proposed cell.
Nine d:'.fferent formulations of these s'.lJcone
elastomers were obtained from the-.z" respective manufacturer,
Dow Corning of" General Elect;-.=c. They were cast .=n%o
.:._,es to £he pu_'e _ases carbonfilms and the:.r permeab.i '_:
d:,.oxide, oxyqen, and nitrocen, wex'e measuz'ed oyez" a
terapez'ature zan_,e of 5°--45°C. As had been p,'edicted
by the !-;_te_:a_ure, this type of e!asto_ne-,- demonstrated
a relatively h:_._h z'ate of permeation and good selective
propert-' es for ca_'bon diox.[de as opposed to oxycen. The
l'esu!i:s of the tests .,nay be fo,nd in Table i. From these
data it is apparent that each %ype of elastomer exhibited
approxi_._latei7 the saz:'.e5 to ! rat..o be_ween the carbon
dioxide and -_he oxygen pei'i_.eab::.lJ.t7coefficJ.ents at
l-oom terape::atuze. The carbon ca:.o,c.de to nitrogen ratio
is abortS: 9 %o i for %he sa,:le ten.De_.-a_ure Actual
(46)
P.-TRMEABIL ITY COEFICIENTS- SILICONE RI.JBSER
TABLE I
Silicone i_ubbe=-
_4embrane
RTV-501
P_TV- 502
RTV -40
_TV -11
_TV -601
i_TV -20
£ccosil 47!2
Syl nard 182
T(°c)
23.0
32.5
43.0
6.0
23.0
33.0
43.0
i0.5
24.0
33.5
43.0
29.0
33.0
43.5
33.0
43.0
28.5
33.0
43.0
20.5
32.0
43.5
20.5
33.5
435
V Cm_(STP)Cm.xI09
Sec .Cm2Cm .H_
Permeability Constant
CO 2 0 2 N2
Separation
a CO 2 _O2
Factor
CO N2
285 53.8 25.8 5.30 11.05
278 59 3 29.2 4.69 9.52
280 65.7 33.4 4.26 8.38
270 42.5 18.6 6.35 14.36
286 55.3 26.3 5.17 10.87
280 60.4 29.9 4.64 9.36
282 66.3 34.1 4.25 8.27
269 45.9 20.7 5.86 13.00
205 42.6 21.4 4.81
203 45.g 23.3 4.43
197 46.3 24.1 4.2i
240 50.6 24.6 4.74
238 51.4 25.5 4.63
235 57.1 29.0 4.12
286 75.6 45.0 3.78
282 77.7 47.5 3.63
9.58
8.71
8.17
9.76
9.33
8 .I0
6.36
5.94
204 40.0 !8.1. 5.!0 II .27
206 46.1 2i.7 4.47 9.49
205 51.2 24.9 4.00 8.23
137 28.0 13.0 4.89 !0.54
138 31.2 15.2 4.42 9.08
]39 34.3 17.4 4.05 7.98
191 39.9 18.8 4.79 I0.16
190 41.0 19.8 4.63 9.60
189 45.6 25.2 4.14 7.50
L(47)
permeab__.l:i;:y values for carbon d.ox..de ran._-e between
140 x 10 -9 and 300 x 10 -9 while ±hose fo:" oxygen range
-9 -9
between 30 x l0 and 80 x i0
Pi_ures 9 and i0 show plots of the pe1_meability
coefficient vs. (1000/T°K) for the silicone _'ubbers
_ITV-50! and I<TV-502 with respect to the pure gases,
oxygen, nit_'ogen, and carbon d..:.o_-ide. Prom these plots
ii: is appa_-ent that the permeability coeff._[c'.ents for
these elaStomers w'.th respect to carbon dioxg.de is
.independent of -temperature. Permeabi!ities obta'.ned
for oxygen and n't[_o-en do, however, show a d/i-ect
dependence upon temperature. SS.nce the oxygen per1,1e-
ability coeff!c:lent decreases w th temperature wh:.!e the
carbon d ox:!.de coefficient remains constant, theiz" ratio
([YC02/_O 2) must inc,'ease with dec_'easin C temperatu.ve.
These data wou!d then seem to :_nd:_cate that the optimum
ope_'at .nC cond:.tions for a completed cell is somewhere
in _he !owei" tempe_'ature _._anges where -the sepal-ation
factor- is the g_'eatest.
%_lith but two exceptions, the pel'i_..'eab-ili._ydata
obtained 9.s essentially the sa1_le fo_" all the silicone
rubbe_ " formu!a%:'.'.ons wh'_ch were tested. However, F,TV-50!
si.1_::.conerubbe_', manufactured by Dow Corn:in-, was
selected for use :'n cell construction. This selection
was based pr::.mar-l:' on fts exce!len_ workability :in all
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phases and ?.":s superior.f .ira qual-._-y .in the po!ymerized
phase.
Subs::cates and Poros:_.ty
Lined notebook paper, filter, paper, Nibroc paper
towel, kraft paper, Gelman i_olypoz-e, and typing,-paper
were the materials selec'_ed for testing as potent_al
substrates. The volumetric flow rate of air- through
the plane of each sample was measuz-ed. These rates were
then no_'ma!ize/ to _:i.ve a porosity value which was
_.ndependent of the speci1_en's _eometr_,. S:!.nce a _'elative
porosity was des:i.red for each sanple, lined notebook
paper was taken as the standard, and its poros:[ty
_'ead:[ng was set equal to unity. Based upon th'_s standard,
f:i.3.te_"pape_ _ exh_'__,:_ted the h/._hest po_'osity of the samples
tested and t)rpin C paper the !owes?. Ta*!e 2 shows the
re._.at.".veporosg.ty values for each of the samples tested.
Porosity values !ar_er than any of those shown in the
table were measu_-ed fox samples of to:.iet tissue and
nylon s_ockin _-_. However _, these _,_a_ez'._als wez'e not
sez" .ously cons:.dei"ed as potent:_al consZrucZion matei'J_als
because they wei-e too thin, f!._._._sy,and generally
dxff.cult _o worx with.
An attempt was also ma,ae to correlate the sui_face
textu1"e of a sanlple with :'ts pores:it 5, value. As expected
Sample
Lined paper
Filter" pape1"
Paper %owe!
Kraft paper
Gelman Polypo_'e
Typin_ paper
TABLE 2
Subs%z-ate Porosity
_elative
Porosit Z
1.00
ii. 80
8.70
5.90
4.40
0.46
(51)
Texture
Glossy
Wrinkled, Coarse
Coarse
Aough
Tight Woven Cloth
Smoo_h, Tight
Sampl e
Lined paper
Papei" %owe!
Kraft towel
TABLE 3
Lam_,nated Subst_'ate Po_'osity
Relat_,ve
Laminated
5.95
2.36
Porosity
Un!aminated
i .00
8.70
5.90
(53)
penetrated. Since a substrate was desired which would
least restrict the flow of gases, the effects of any
channelin_ which might occur were considered somewhat
desirable. _xcessive penetration of the substrate by
the silicone was, on the other hand, considered most
undesirable and to be avoided.
Since the Nibroc paper towel had a re!at_vely
high poros:ty and seemed to laminate well to the
silicone films, it was selected for use as a substrate
in the cons%ruction of the cell.
Cell Assemblies
Nearly 30 prototypes of the proposed permeabxlity
cell were constructed and tested. Approximately one-
fifth of these effected a satisfactory separation while
the remainzn_: four-fifths were not successful. For this
investi_at._.on a cell producY.nc a satisfactory separation
was defined as one having a carbon dioxide to oxyffen
ratio greater than 4.8 for its separation factor ( ).
A lar-e portion of the cells which were rejected on this
bas_s ha4 sepa7at:on factors rand!n- from 4.5 down to 2.0.
The results of the tests performed on a satisfactory
cell, 3A, are dep£cted -raph ca!ly in Figures !I to 13 in
the Appendix and in tabular form n Tables 6 to 14. Fig-
ures ii to 13 depict the separation curves for the cell at
3 different %emperatuze isotherms, 40°C, 25°C, and O°C
(52)
samples cons!stin .- of large coarse fibers and rough
surfaces _ave the best porosity readines, while those
with tivht glossy textures qave the poorest. Table 2
also _.ves the textures which were assigned to each
of the samples tested.
Of the materials tested, Nibroc paper towel and
kraft paper were selected for further study and testing.
This selection was based on their high relative porosity,
availability, and workability. Both substrates were
laminated to RTV-501 silicone films, and the porosities
of these laminated substrates were subsequently measured.
The averazed results are tabulated in Table 3, together
with their respective porosities for the unlaminated
state. The si=niflcant decrease in the porosity of a
sample after it had been laminated is clearly shown in
this table. It was assumed that this porosity decrease
was in part an indication that channelln_ had occurred
across the surfaces of the unlaminatel sample, and there-
fore, a true porosity value for flow through the sample
had not been obtained. It was also assumed that a portion
of the loss :.n porosity could have arisen from the pene-
tration of the substrate by the tacky s_licone rubber
during the lamination process. Upon curing it would then
effectively plug those porous passages :_nto which it had
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and for vai-ious feed compositions _:an-,:[n_ from 1% to
10% carbon d_oxide ._n oxy:_en. The curves are plotted
as cut (_), the ratio of product rate to feed rate,
versus the composition of the product stream. The end
points of these curves represent the two possible
extremes for a separation produced by this cell. When
the fraction permeated (cut_) is equal to 1.0, there
is no separation and the product must of necessity be
equal to the feed in both composition and rate of flow.
As (_) approaches zero the amount of product taken off
also approaches zero. At this poAnt the maximum product
purity for the separatAon is achieved. The product compo-
sition for this point was pred:_cted from the smplified
form of the Wel!er Ste:ner Case I equation. It can also
be approx:[ma%ed graph i.cally b7 extropolating the curve
to (_) equals zero and readin, the value of the product
composition.
The zraph in Figure 14 of the appendix depicts the
separation curve derived from the theoretical consider-
ations of the We!ier S_e..ner Case I equation as opposed
to that described by the actual data. It is evident from
this plot that the Case I equation does not hold for
the entire range of (_), but begins to deviate at a value
of (_) between 0.70 and 0.80. This would seem to
indicate that perhaps perfect laixS.ng was not occurring
(55)
on the h:[_h pressure side, and that pez-haps the Weller
Steiner Case II equation for laminar flow _s more
applicable for describin7 the system. The constant
temperature runs at 0°C (See F::eure 13) with their
steep l:i.near s!opes do, however, have a closer resera-
b_ance to the Case I predict-.ons. It was theor-;.zed
that thJ.s was due to the decreased rate of total per-
meation at these low temperatures. This would subse-
quently per_a_t the gases to mix more without being
absorbed, which is of course one o£ the primary condi-
tions which must be met to satisfy Case i.
No conclusive ev:.dence was found to support the
theory that better separations are achieved at the
lower temperatures. This was thought to be due to a
number of reasons. Fiz'st the concentrations of carbon
fliox'.fle were so small -in most cases that it was dJ.ff?_cult
to observe sAzn-:..f;.cant chan_es. Secondly, as po._.nted
out in the above d_.scuss£on, the mechan._sm of m.;,x:;.ng
chan-es from .!aminar to turLulent for the .low temperature
ran_-es, Since the turbulent mg.x .n,, is the less efficient
of the two mechanisms, the -a:;n pz'o::uced by the lar-,ez"
separation ratio is immediatelv cancelled by the switch
to tuz'bulence.
Leaks within the assembly wez'e the predominant
reason for fa.,lure of those cells which did not perform
(56)
satisfactori_.y. Por purposes of analysis th_se leaks
were classified either as construction leaks _r as
membrane leaks.
Constzuctlon leaks were those which occurred during
some phase of the cell const_uct..on. Usually they were
created du_ing the cell %appin_ operatzon when a barrier
bond around a port was accxdenta!ly cut or broken.
Some leaks of thzs type were also czeated when an &n-
sufficient aniount of s:_licone rubber was uscd to seal
the tappin? re_ions. These leaks were the easiest to
detect, and because they were also _elative!y large,
they often resulted in the complete loss of the cell's
ability %0 effect a separation.
_[embrane leaks were almost imposslble to detect
without makJn._ a pe_meab!l _ty _easuremen%, and invar:_ -
ably they l'esu!ted in only a partial loss of the cell's
separation factor. _xtreme_y small :[nconsJstencies _n
the _emb_ane usually nroduced this type of leak. These
:,.nconsistenc:es were the result of faulty lam:.nation
techniques. For exa_,p!e, if a film was laminated too
early wh:t!e i_ was still wet, small amounts of the sub-
stra%e f::bers would penetrate the f&im, and thereby
pYoduce small channels alon_ which leak, s could develop.
However, regardless of the amount of care taken in the
prepara%:ion of the f:[l_s or du_in_ the lamination
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procedure, a few d:.scon%inuities will always occur _n
films havin_ a thickness of 1 to 5 mils. Thus as the
area of the films is increased, %he p_.'obability of a
discontinuity occuring and _oin_ undetected will also
increase. If a film containinLy one of these discon-
tinuit:.es ,is subsequently used in a cell assembly, then
the cell will not produce a sa%:sfactory separation.
Here'_n then, l:es the disadvantage of the parallel
arrangement of the cell metnbers. The total separation
achieved by +.he cell will always be an average of the
separations achieved by each of the individual ce).is.
Therefore, :Yf one bad cell membe:c s present in the
assembly, the enZLre assembly will also be unsatis-
factor_. For thg.s reason an attempt was made to test
the continuity of the fillas of "_he indavidual cell
members before _hey were used for constructlon purposes.
This test consisted of a visual inspection of each
film surface and permeability measu_'ements sim__lar to
those used for the unlaminated f:i.lms.
The Cell 3A, which was used in the test, had an
overall volume of 345 cm 3 (2.54 x 11.42 x 11.42) whJ.ch
9nc!udes the pottin_ material. This volume contained
a combined f:ilm surface of 640 cm 2 havin_ an average
thickness of 0.0206 cm (8 mil). P_ure 16 of the
append:x depicts the flow capac?ty of both the laminated
and unlam:_nated substrates for th-s cell. Figure 17
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shows the capacity of the unlaminated substrates for
several cells. The maximum pressure drop exerted across
the membranes was approximately 760 m_I_. On the high
pressure side the feed was a_aitted and the wastes
expelled at slightly above atmospheric pressure. The
low pressure side was kept at i0 mmHz. vacuum through-
out the test run.
In order to test the flexibility of the model
cells with respect to pressure, several of them were
subjected to tests in which the upstream pressure was
qreater than atmospheric. These tests demonstrated that
thSs particular cell 4esi_n is somewhat _nflex_ble with
re-_ard to pressure. For upstream pressures _reater than
5 ps!a, %;ond breakage and leaks qu.[ck!y developed within
the assembly. To overcome this lack of flexibility a
s!i_h_',___,:_:_f_e_ent cell desi:,n was created. However,
this new desiqn was never completely developed and
tested. A schematic representat:_on appears in Pigures
25 and 26 of the Appendlx, Zojether wi_h a brief dis-
cussion of it.
i(59)
CO_,_CLUS IONS
The basic purpose of thls investiqet!on was to
study the feasibility of the proposed permeability cell.
It is hoped that the data herewith presented not only
attest to the feas.bility of the cell, but also to its
functionability. This is not meant to imply, however,
that all the problems have now been solved. On the
contrary, they have not.
_ith respect to membranes which are available at
the present time, he 5 to 1 separation ratio achieved
by the silicone rubber elastomer for carbon dioxide and
oxygen was considered quite satisfactory. Prom the
theoret:\cal view point, however, this is not so. Sep-
aration factors of 10,100, or i000 times this value
are much more desirable. Por th_s reason, a cont:lnual
search for new polymers is necessacy; if the best
possible membrane is to be obtained.
The f:i.!m thickness n the test cell 3A was purposely
kept at an 8 mil thickness in order to make certain that
no leaks would develop durin_ the test runs. However,
this is much too thick for actual cell operation. Pilms
as thin as 0.25 mil would be much more desirable. There-
fore better methods of preparin_ thin films are also
needed. Pilnls as thin as 1.5 to 2 mils were prepared
by the drawinK knife procedure durin_ the experiment.
(60)
However, the presence of dust in the air, which set%led
on the films produced inconsistencies in these films
making them unusable for cell construction. With the
lamination technique described in the theoretical sect:ion,
G_neral Zlectric has, on the other hand, had relatively
7ood success in makinq consistent films 0.5 mil in thick-
ness with s:[l{cone rubbers.
Althou_h the substrate whg.ch was used in the cell
was quite porous and performed well, :t was also quite
bulky w!±h a thickness of 6 mil. As w_th the film thick-
ness, the substrate should be kept as thin as possible,
w:_thou± sacrificin:q porosity, if a volume savin_ is to
be real_zed. Thus a cont_.nu_n_ search for better sub-
strafes is also needed.
The basic desi_n proposed fo_ the cell, and the
method of connect:Ln_ the individual cell members in
parallel proved to be both nractical and workable. The
units were not too d:ifficult to assemble and worked as
predicted. In most 5nstances the ratio of the film
area to cell volume was not exceptionally high for
most of the cells tested. However, it was felt that
this t7pe of cell design _mp_:ove4 on ex:is_in_ methods,
and would be even more effective with continued research
on construction methods and materia!s.
It w[.71 be recalled that the pure _as permeabil-
ities ind:cated that a better sepa_at:_on ratio could be
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obtained at Lower temperatures. IL was not ascertained,
however, tha:: the optimum operat:-n:!; condit.ions o£ the
ceil were also at these low levels. If the permeability
coefficLent of carbon dioxide is truly constant with
temperature, then the optimum conditions should be at
the lower temperature levels. For this reason more
exper_.mentat:on below the O°C level would be desirable.
(62)
' 4 "E'_,"T_¥
|
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TABLE 4
Typical Data For Permeability Measurement
Cell #6 _ (cell constant) = 359,000 x i0- 9 Qlajor' s Compact
Apparatus)
Sample _"_-501 Pure Gas C02
Barometric Pressure !. 750 mm H_
Temperature 27 °C
F Correct/on factor = 1.003
h = 20.0 in. H" (9.84 ps:!.)
Pilm Th'.ckness (L) 3.75 (av_. miX) or 0.0146 cm
Scale Divisions T.me
S_u. Travels (S) Sec (@)
_. 14 24
2. !4 24
3. 14 25
4. 14 24
5. 14 25
6. 14 25
7. 14 25
_FL (S/0) = 299 x I0 "9P =.--h--- c._.s, units
(s/e) avg
0.56
TTpica! Data for
(64)
TABLE 5
Substrate Poros_.t7 b'easurement
Sample .Pa_perTowe_ I.
Barometric Pressure 749 mm H,B
Temperature 27 °C
Sample Thickness 6.2 mils or 0.0157 cm
Units Time A p
Ru._._n S1u_ Travels _Se__._c mm HB (2/SZ_P) x 103(cc/sec)(Z/mmHg)
1 2 61.3 0.964 33.9
2 2 62.9 0.960 33.2
3 2 5o.7 1 .o5 37.6
4 2 53.3 1.04 36.1
5 2 61.5 0.99 32.9
6 2 54.2 1.00 36.7
7 2 57.7 5.00 34.7
8 2 65.0 0.953 33..9
9 2 55.5 Z.03 35.2
10 2 54.8 1.03 35.6
34.78 avg
Apparant Porosity (ave) = (34.78/15.7) = 2.21 cc/(sec)(cm)(mmHg)
_BL_ 6
Unique Perm Cell Separation Tests
Cell 3A
Peed Cone 90.2 02
Bath 40°C
Barometric Pressure 750 mm H_,
)
.@
Ru...._n P(cc/min) W(cc/min) (!-W/p) XpO 2 X__=_ 2
1 24.0 12.0 0.50 0.816 0.184
2 17.0 8.0 0.53 0.825 0.175
3 10.5 4.0 0.619 0.835 0.165
4 7.5 3.0 0.625 0._45 0.155
5 6.0 1.8 0.700 0.870 0.130
6 18.0 8.7 0.517 0.818 0.182
7 9.0 3.4 0.622 0.846 0.154
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Press.
Product Side
95.7mm Hg
tAax. CO 2 in l'.roduct 35.6% _:"
_4ax. product compositions were predicted with equation 3,
p. 24.
TABLE 7
Unique Perm Cell Separation Tests
Cell 3A
Feed Cone 93% 02
Bath 40°C
Barometric Pressure 748 mm Hg
Run F (cc/m_n) W(cc/rnin)
1 35.0 21.5
2 19.5 !0.0
3 9.2 3.6
4 6.0 i .7
5 ii .0 4.8
6 25.0 13.0
0.385
0.487
0. 608
0.716
0.564
0.480
XPO 2
0.83
0.85
0. 882
0. 904
0.885
0. 857
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Fress.
XpC___OO2 Product Side
17.0 98 .Y
15.0
ii .8
9.6
II .5
14.3
_.iax. CO 2 in Product 27.3%
(67)
TABLE 8
Unique Perra Ceil Separatlon Tests
Cell 3A
Feed Cone 99% 02
Bath 40 °C
Barometr.Lc Pressure 742
Run F(cc/min) W(cc/min)
1 142 135
2 121 Iii
3 94 83
4 72 61
5 45 33.9
6 24 13.5
mm Hg
¢
(1-',v/.F)
0.05
0.082
0 .!!6
0.153
0. 270
0.438
x_.P._q2
0.958
0. 972
0. 978
0.981
0.989
0. 990
Press.
_2 product Side
0.042 93.7 mmHg
0.028
0.022
0.019
0.0!!
0.010
t:ax. CO 2 .:.n Product 4°6%
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TABLE 9
Unique Perm Cell Separation Tests
Cel! 3A
Feed Cone 92% 02
Bath 25 °C
Barometric Pressure 740 mm H3
Ru___nF(cc,/rain) _,-_(cc/,,,in ,)
1 20 II .7
2 15 7.9
3 !0 4.8
4 8.5 3.6
5 7.0 2.8
6 5.8 2.0
(i-w/F)
0.4i5
0.474
0.520
0.576
0.600
0.625
Press.
XpO 2 XpCO 2 Product S:;.de
0.810 0.190
0.828 0.172
0.845 0.155 94.6ram Hj
0. 854 0.146
0.876 0.124
0.885 0 .!!5
b:ax. CO 2 -.n Product 30.3%
tUnique
Cell 3A
Peed Cone 94% 02
Bath 25°C
Barometric Pressure
_u__AnF(,9,c_a!n)
l 50.5
2 36.0
3 23.5
4 7.6
5 5.5
6 !0.0
TABLE 10
Perm Cell Separation Tests
740 mm H_
;_(cc/m_n) (I,:w/F) XpO2
41 0.19 0.835
26 0.2g 0.840
12.8 0.455 0.860
3.6 0.525 0.865
1.9 0.64 0.900
5.1 0.49 0.875
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0.165
0.160
0.140
0.135
0 .i00
0.125
Press.
Product Side
94.9ram Hg
Eax. CO 2 Product 24.2%
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TABLE 11
Unique Pezm Cell Separation Tests
Cell 3A
Feed Cone 98% 02
Bath 25°C
Barometric Pressure
f(un F (cc/min)
1 97
2 81
3 59
4 33
5 15
6 !I
7 9.5
740.1 mm Hj
¢
w(CC/l in) (14';/F)XpO2
87 0.102 0.935
71 0.124 0.944
50 0.154 0.946
24 0.272 0. 954
9.0 0.400 0.961
6.4 0.428 0.969
5.3 0.497 0.976
Press.
_2 Product Side
0.065
0.056 95.9 mm Hg
0.054
0.046
0.039
0.031
0. 024
F.ax. CO 2 in Pzoduc% 9.3%
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TABLE 12
Unique Perm Cell Separation Tests
Cell 3A
Feed Cone 91% 02
Bath 0 °C
Barometric Pressure
P.un P (cc/min)_ }'/(cc/min)
745 wan Hg
(,1:w/F)
1 32.5 24 0
2 26.0 18.5
3 20.0 12.0
4 15.0 8.5
5 13 2 7.3
6 7.5 4.1
7 5.0 2.0
0.26
0.288
0.400
C .433
0.447
0.454
0.600
XpO 2
0.81
0.81
0.829
0.835
0.845
0.843
O. 890
Press.
XpCO 2 Froduet Side
0.190 95.9 mmH_
0.190
0.171
0.165
0.155
0 •157
0 .ii0
L_,ax, CO 2 in Product 33.1%
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_BLE 13
Unique Perm Cell Separation Tests
Cell 3A
Feed Cone
Bath 0 °C
95.5% 02
Barometric Pressure 747 m_n_H_
Run F (cc/m._.n) W (cc/.m:?.n)(.I-'_I/F)
1 47 44 0.065
2 24 21 0.125
3 18 14 O. 222
4 !2 7.5 0.375
5 8 4.5 0.437
6 6 .I 3.2 0.475
XpO 2
0.892
0. 895
0. 908
O. 911
O. 920
0. 924
Press.
_2 Product Side
0.I0_ 95.5ram H_
0.105
O. 92
0.89
0.80
0.76
2<ax. CO 2 _n Product 19.077o
Cell 3A
Peed Cone
Bath 0 °C
Barometric
Run
TABLE 14
Unique Perm Cell Separation Tests
9870 02
Pressure 748 mm Hg
¢
F(cc/min) WCcc/m+n) (1-W/P)
1 145 143 0.0!4
2 121 118 0.025
3 94 92.0 0.020
4 72 70.0 0.028
5 24 21.0 0.125
6 6.5 3.0 0.538
7 i5.0 12.8 0..!45
8 7.0 4.8 0.315
_2
0.939
0. 940
0. 949
0. 944
0. 960
0. 976
0.970
0.9'72
XpCO 2
0.061
0.060
0.05!
0.056
0.040
0.024
0.030
0.028
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Press.
P='oduct Side
95.7 mm Hg
i;ia_ CO 2 -n Product 9.25%
i(74)
TABLE L5
_7pical Data for Permeab )it 7 Cell Separation
Run #L Cei._. 3-A
Bar. Press. 740.1 mm Hg Bath 25°C
Feed Concentration 98To 02
Date April 17 t _964
Feed Waste
Y,u___nn Rotameter kotameter Manometei- 02 i_eak He _ht
1 9.0 41.5 92.8 mm HZ 440.0
2 8.3 36.5 95.0 455.0
3 7.4 30.0 95.0 456.0
4 6.3 19.0 92.8 449.5
5 5.3 !0.5 90.7 443.0
6 4.9 _.0 95.0 466.5
7 4.75 7.0 89.0 440.5
Feed 1_'_
,Lt
7 _e
472.5 02 peak, 93.2 P.ia H_ Manomete'_," reading
475.5 02 peak, 93.7 mm H - t;anoraeter readin_
75
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FIGURE 12
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FIGURE 13
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FIGURE 14
ACTUAL AND THEORETICAL SEPARATIONS
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Capacity o£
Feed and Waste
Substrate
25.4 0.19
38.1 0.282
5O .8 0.356
63.5 0.435
76.2 O. 503
89.0 O. 571
101.5 0. 604
114.2 0 _638
TABLE 16
Permeability Cell
3
(_n !n_ )
In
6.93
i0.2_
12.98
15.85
18.34
20.82
22 .O2
23.26
Substz-at es
_roduct
Substrate
/_P(mm Hg) Q(ft3A_in.)
25.4 0.0096
50.8 0.0191
76.2 0.03!1
!0! .5 0.0454
127 0 0.0634
152 3 0.0735
152.3 0.0735
178.0 0.0910
man
in
0.35
0.70
1.13
1.66
2.31
2.68
2.63
3.32
80
FIGURE 15
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING
SUBSTRATE CAPACITY
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CALCULATIONS
£xamp!e !.
Example 2.
A porosity value for a substrate sample is computed from
the following equation.
= (V)/ (_) (Z) (AP)
Where _ is the apparent porosity of the sample
V is the scale dlvisions which the slu C travels
(this is proportional to the volume permeated)
is the time in seconds for V scale divisions
of slu: travel
Z is the thickness of the substrate (cm)
P is the pressure drop required to produce the
rate V/ @ (mm Ha)
The relative porosity of a substrate sample is computed
by the following equation.
"_z zelative porosity
'_ apparent porosity
_s porosity standard
Calc. Porosity of Paper Towel
_= (v)/(8 )(z)(_)
From Table 5, pa_e 44
V = 2; 8 = 61.3; Z = 0.0!57;_P = 0.964
= (2)/(6]..3)(0.0!57)(0.964)
= 2.16 (divisions)/(sec)(cm)(mm H_)
Calc. Relative Pozosity of Paper Towel
'_r= 'i/_s
(90)
Lined w:'i*: _ paper :._n_ _s used as a standard and has a
porosity of 0.252.
-¢
_s
%
: 2.16
: 0.252
: 2.16/0.252 ---8.58
2. Wel!er Steiner Case I derivation for a unit area of
membrane Pick's Law: dxp = P1 (pxe - ZXp)
Chance of Component 1
d(: - xp) = _2 (p(:-x°) - _(: - Xp))
Change of Component 2
Dividing these equations
Xp _ (:@Xo - PXe)
l--Xp iF(l - Xo) - P(I - Xp)
F_OIa mat _; Ie:_a_ and component balances the general
equation becomes a quadratic whose solution is
Xp =
+ 4ac
2a
For the specific case of maximum product composition
or ze:'o product take off
xo ---_xF (3)
F _ 0 Xp - a (I_'Xo) _ XF a
: - xp ip_f - xo)- (i - xF)
Example 3. talc. Maximum product composition for feed
conta/n!n- !0% carbon d_.oxJ.de. Assume a scparaC.:on
factor" of a = 5.0. (Calculated Sequa!s (_I/_P2) at
,test temperature) XF = 0.I0
i(91)
O. 50
=Prom Eq. (3), p. 89; (I _Pxp ) = (5)(0.i0)(9.90)
0.90 Xp = 0.50 - 0.50 Xp
1.40 Xp = 0.50
Xp = 35.7% CO 2
3. Calculation of Product Composition
The product composition is calculated from the peak
height data recorded on the _as chromatograph.
Partial Pressure
Xp = _ample Pressure
The partial pressure is indicated by the peak height
recorded by the gas chromatograph. The peak height of
the pure gas must first be calibrated at various
pressures over the ran=e of sample pressures beln_
used. A plot of peak height versus sample pressure
is drawn for each pure _as. Then the pressure corres-
pondin_ to the component peak height of the sample
is the partial pressure of that component in the
sample.
4. Calculation of the Cut
Product rate Waste rate
_ - Feed rate = 1 Feed rate
The waste rate and feed rates are obtained from
rotameter readings and cal:_bratlon curves of rotameter
reading vs. flow rate.
_xample 4. Calculation of the product composition for
cell separation. Prom Table 15; Run #I W, Manometer =
92.8 mmHff.
i(92)
02 Peak Height : 440
Prom the calibrat{on curve an oxygen peak heiffht of
440 represents a pressure of 86.6 mm H_
XD*O = P02 = 86.6
= 93.4% 022 w;Fg
}_xample 5. Calculation of the Cut _: . Prom Table 15:
Run #1 "m, Feed Rotameter 9.0 = 97 cc/min
Wasre Rotameter 41.5 = 87 cc/min
= 1- 87/97 = 0.102
5. Calcu!at:_on of Celi 3ubstrate Capacity
Capac:ty C = Qi
A-g
where Q = volumetric flow rate (ft3/min)
L = length of a s{n_!e substrate (in)
A = cross-sect__,onal area for a sS.ng,le
substrate (in 2)
N = number of subs%rate layers
(93)
a
b
C
AP
@
P
XF
Xo
Xp
NOMENCLATURE
ratio of pure gas permeabilities (_A/_B = QAB)
constant for solutlon of Weller Steiner Case I equation
1) (P +SAp)
constant for solution of Weller-Steiner Case I equation
L(,,- 1) (-.@XF - AP)-_AP -a.P']
constant for solution of Weller-Steiner Case I equation
_aX F
absolute pressure drop across the cell membranes
(11r'-P) = psia
pressure on high pl-essure side of the membrane (psia)
pressure on low pressure side of the membrane (psia)
permeability constant (std cc - cm/cm 2 - sec - cm Hg)
ratio of product flow rate to feed flow rate or the cut
mole fraction of carbon daoxide in feed stream
mole fraction of carbon dioxide in waste stream
mole fraction of carbon dioxide in product stream
(94)
High Pressure, Permeability Cell Design
Figures 25 and 26 show the basic construction of the
proposed high pressure cell design. As shown in Figure 25,
Q
the c_ll ks housed in a metalic cylinder which is capped
at both ends. The cylinder is tapped with the appropriate
ports to permit the flow of feed, waste, and product streams,
and to fac:[litate mixin_ of the feed _ases, if desired.
This capped metalic cylinder permits the use of hi_her
pressures than were poss{ble w_th the old assemblies
which were coated only with expoxy resin.
Pi_ure 26 shows that the actual sepazation assembly
has a cyl+ndrical shape. This exploded view also _ep:_cts
the structure of the multi-layered unit. Bach of the basic
separation un_ _s _s a clrcular piece of filter paper
sealed with:in a circular envelope of s_licone film. A
piece of th_s same fxlter paper Is placed between each of
these basxc separation units. This permxts a freer flow
of the feed _as_s in the vicinity of the film surfaces
thereby facilitating permeation. As with the old assem-
blies, the product stream is withdrawn from a duct tapped
through the assembly. The product stream is kept separate
from the feed and waste streams by the use of a heat
exchaneer coupline. Swa_elok fittgnHs are required at
all joints to reduce the possibilities of leaks.
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Computer Solution for Weller Steiner Case I
As shown in the theoret.cal section, pages 22 and 23,
the Weller Steiner Case I model for a binary system can be
reduced to a simple quadratic equat<on:
-b + _ b2 - 4ca
X =
p 2a
Where the valves of a, b, and c are given on pages
23 and 93. Solutions to this equation were obtained using
the digital computer. The Fortran notation which was used,
and the nomenclature associated with it are listed below.
The object of the program was to observe the effect a
chanye in cut (,$,) has upon the product composition.
For th?.s reason all the rema_n_n_ var:ab!es were fixed
Table 17 shows some of the results of _he program. This
table is tabulated as product composit on versus cut for
a number of feed concentrations.
(98)
C TOCK, R.W. WELLER STEINER CASE I NASA
DIIV_ENSiON A(8,25) ,CUT(25) ,XF(8)
r._-AD(5,7) N,t-_,BPHPS ,BPLPS, (CUT(I), I=l ,N), (XF(J),
!J=I,_!),XCO2P, XO2P, TEI,IP
7 _C[_T (15, zS, 4F._.5.5/(SP_S.5))
ALPHA = XCO2P/'XO2P
DI_.L1_ = BPHPS - BPLPS
DO 8 J= !, _4
DO 8 I=!,N
VARA = (ALPHA -i. )-'m(BPLPS+CUT( I)'k_D]_LP)
VARB = ,,(ALPHA -!. )¢_(-BPHPS_,_XF (J) -CUT( I)_:-DELP)-D]_LP
-A LpH_%_BPLPS
VARC = ALPHA_-BPHI_S_:-XF (J)
Y=SQRT ( (-VA_LB )_,2. -4. g.VAiLA_gTA_.C)
8 A(J, I) = (-VARB-Y)/(Z._-VARA)
_4RITE (6,9) ALPHA, DELP, TE_,iP,((A (J, I), J=l, bl), I=l, N)
9 FO_,_T (IH 3F_5.S//(SF_5.5))
CALL EXIT
END
(99)
_0 0 ,-I co _ ',,0 cO 0,1 ',0 cO _" _ b*_
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• • • • • • • • • 6 • •
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C_
o
c_
0
Z
I=-I
N
Z
8
rj
o
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
H
0 O_ _'- _ L_. _ 0 _ CO CO _ 0'_ CO
_'_ _ _ _._ L_. O0 0 _ 0 0,1 _ 0 _ O_ 0 _
0 0 0 0 C 0 0 _: ,--I ,.-I _ ,-4 ,-4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P-_ 0 IL_ b- _ _ 0 0"I 0"3 0_ _ 0_ ,_
t_-1 :_ 0 cO b-. O_ _ 0 ,--: oo Cq ,0 _. 0 ,-4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
_1 0 0
'0' o_ 00 _ _o _ _ co _ ,-_ 0 0 o
-_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(I00)
NO_,_NCIATUid_ POi_ COI4PUTg/I PROG?,AI4
BPHPS
BPLPS
CUT
XF
XCO2P
XO2P
Tg_£,',P
A LPHA
DELP
VARA
VARB
VARC
A(I,J)
= Barometrec pressure on the high pressure
side of the membrane, mm Hg
= Barometric pressure on the low pressure
side of the membrane, mm Hg
= Cut (_) or Fraction of feed _as permeated.
= Mole fraction of CO 2 in feed gas.
= CO 2 permeability coefficient for silicone
rubber at the separation temperature.
= 0 2 permeability coeffic:ent for silicone
rubber at the separation temperature.
= Temperature at which the separation will take
place.
= Separation ratio (a).
= Pressure drop across the membrane (AP).
= The vaz._able (a) of the quadratic equation.
= The variable (b) of the quadratic equation.
= The variable (c) of the quadratic equation.
= The product composition Xp obtained using
CUT (I), and feed compos:[tlon XP(J).
I0.
II.
13.
(ioi)
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